
Craft Materials

 • Toilet roll
 • Black card
 • Coloured card/ paper
 • Cotton balls
 • Small white pom pom
 • Ice block stick

Craft Steps

Magicians Top Hat

Follow the below steps to make your Magicians Top Hat. Or you can work along with us on the Craft Video!

1. Cut the toilet roll in half and paint it black. Set aside to dry.

2. With a jar lid or paper cup, trace a circle onto the piece of black card with the chalk. This will become the brim of the top hat.

3. Place the toilet roll into the middle of the circle you have just drawn. With the chalk, trace around the toilet roll. You will now 
have a large circle with a smaller circle in the centre.

4. Cut out the large circle using scissors.

5. Fold the circle in half, you now need to cut tabs so that you can attach this to the toilet roll to make the hat shape. Make your 
first cut in the middle through the centre But don’t cut past the small circle. Now cut more slits at angles from the middle point 
out to the small circle line, they should be a triangle shape.

6. Unfold the circle, then fold out the triangle shaped tabs. Push you circle cut out onto the toilet roll so that the tabs are sitting 
down around the outside of the roll.

7. Run a length of masking tape around the tabs to secure it to the roll. This also creates a nice white band around the hat.

8. On some coloured paper draw a bunny head with ears and some bunny arms. Cut these out and stick the bunny pieces to the 
ice block stick.

9. Add a cotton ball as a big fluffy belly and a little pompom as a tail using glue or tape. Now you can pop the stick in the top hat 
so you can move the bunny up and down.

Abra - cadabra!

 • Black paint
 • Paper cup to trace around
 • Chalk
 • Tape
 • Glue
 • Scissors


